


Foreword 

In recent years, extreme weather has brought about many disasters worldwide, 
including devastating landslides, causing significant casualties and economic 
losses. 

Natural terrain covers over 60% of the land area of Hong Kong. Landslide 
risk. especially under extreme weather conditions, is real and significant. The 
record-breaking rainstorm on 7 June 2008 triggered over 2,400 natural 
terrain landslides in Lantau alone. It highlighted the potential vulnerability of 
developments near natural hillsides. This severe rainstorm resulted in fatalities, 
and havoc in western Lantau. The impact could be much more serious should 
the same hit the more densely developed areas. 

The Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO) under the Civil Engineering and 
Development Department completed the Landslip Preventive Measures (LPM) 
Programme in 201o. The overall landslide risk level arising from man-made 
slopes had been reduced to less than 25% compared to that of 19n, when 
GEO was established. A rolling Landslip Prevention and Mitigation Programme 
(LPMitP) was then launched to dovetail with the LPM Programme. The LPMitP 
systematically treats man-made slopes and mitigates natural terrain landslide 
risks and aims to keep landslide risks in Hong Kong within an As Low As 
Reasonably Practicable level in the long term. 

Despite the Government's strenuous efforts to improve slope safety, given the 
climate, hilly terrain, dense population and continuing development in Hong 
Kong, there is always a risk that landslides with multiple fatalities or other 
serious consequences may occur should Hong Kong be hit by an extreme 
raintall event. The concerted efforts of the Government and the general public 
are crucial in building the community's resilience against landslide disasters 
and reducing the potential loss of life and damage to property. I hope this book 
could serve to enhance public awareness of natural terrain landslide hazards as 
well as to remind all of us of the need to stay vigilant and be prepared. 

This book has been prepared by Dr K C Ng and Ms H Y Ho together with 
Mr Rick C K Tam, Ms Becky LS Lui and Ms Candy Y MCho. Their contributions 
are gratefully acknowledged. 

--c:t - •• a-
H NWong 
Head of the Geotechnical Engineering Office 
Civil Engineering and Development Department 
March 2016 
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are "Natural Terrain Landslides" 
a Hazard in Hong Kong? 

"Natural terrain" is the tenn used in Hong Kong for hillsides that have 
not been substantially modified by human activities. Slopes that have 
been fonned by human activities by cutting into hillsides or by earth
filling (including cut slopes, fill slopes and retaining walls) are defined 
as man-made slopes. Sizeable man-made slopes are registered in 
the catalogue of slopes by the Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO), 
Civil Engineering and Development Department. The catalogue currently 
contains about 60,000 registered man-made slopes. 

•We think of Hong Kong as a densely developed city, but in fact over 
0% of the total land area is natural terrain. Our urban development, and 
ence the population, is mainly located on or close to steep hillsides. 

he demand for housing and other infrastructure means that urban 
evelopment is encroaching further and further onto areas of steeper 
atural terrain. Natural terrain landslide is a natural phenomenon. Their 
otential threat on urban 
evelopment has led to the 
tudy of the hazards and 
ays to mitigate the risks. 
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Natural terrain landslide hazards are not far from us. There are recent examples 
of natural terrain landslides in Hong Kong and our neighbours. 

N•hmll f.f.r'YIIi~t 141ldslid.u ll.f.4r U11ivqsif~ Sf..tio~t 11f Sl... Ti11 
o{fu.fi.,, r•l'lw..~ fr•clcs ... 'Z J'wl~ 19n 

• 
Dale 


Oct2013 


Slip 2013 

Jul2011 

Auu 2010 

Aug2009 

Location 

l1land or 1zu 
Oshima, Japan 

Seen.. , South Kon111 

Gansu, 

Mlllnlllllc:l China 


Vllage ofXiaolin, 

Taiwfl'l 


Details 

Heavy rain IIB80CiatBd with typhoon Wipha1riggBrBd a ITIIlBIIive 
landlllda on Island of Ia.~ CW.1ma, Idling at laallt 31 pen10ns .-.d 
leaving 13othera miaeing. 

Landslides In 1he Philippines killed 20 people In mountainside 
vllages abr powert\A monsoon rains pummeled tne CXU!try's 
northwallt raglan. 

Torrential rain (about 500 mm rainfall within 3 days) raault8d in 
wideapraad flooding and landslides. 1her8 ~more than 30 
raported falalitias and about HK$1 ,1100 million in aconomic loss. 

Landalldes and floods ti'QieNCI by1onantlal rUI engulfed the 
Zhouqu ~with 1765 people killedlmissilg. 

~oonMarakollllnded Tlllwan dumping 1800rd-bnlaldng heavy 
rains. Theenlh vlr.g& otXlaolln In soulhem Kaohslungcounty 
was burled by landslide debris killing 439 people. 

rr.... ...../lr• vill..g.c of Xiooli.., kaol.siWMJ WIIS l.wri~ 1.,!1 r...JsliJ... 
Pl.oto courf...S,!I of Soil IIMJ w.t...,. UtttS•rv•fioto Bwruw, Teiw. .. 
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How many natural terrain landslides do you think occur in Hong Kong each year? 
It may come as a surprise that, based on aerial photograph interpretation, 

on average about 300 landslides occur on natural terrain each year in 
Hong Kong! 

People often underestimate the number of natural terrain landslides as 
many occur on hillsides away from urban areas. About 1 ,500 natural 
terrain landslides were reported to the GEO between 1982 and 2013, 
mostly affecting open spaces, minor roads, footpaths, and other less 
important facilities. These landslides occur close to built-up areas and 

these are what the general public are usually aware of. In fact, based on 
aerial photograph interpretation, a total of 13,700 natural terrain landslides 

occurred from 1982 to 2013. 

The natural terrain landslides in Hong Kong are usually of small-to-medium 
scale, with volumes up to several hundred cubic metres. That is about a quarter 
of the size of a 2500 m3 Olympic-sized swimming pool. Large landslides are 
usually related to adverse geological conditions or scraping/transportation of 
loose deposits on channel 
beds along the landslide flow 
paths, which add significant 
volume of debris to the initially 
small landslide, such as in 
several landslides above Shek 
Pik Reservoir in 2008 and 
the Tsing Shan debris flow in 
1990. Although large-scale 
landslides are relatively rare, 
when they occur close to 
urban area, the consequences 
can be dire. 1990 lsi119 Slt•11 4.0ris flow 
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So what is the main trigger of natural terrain landslides? 
Hong Kong's natural terrain landslides are mainly 
rain-induced. Widespread landslides occur in very 
intense and heavy rain. Rainfall and landslide data 
show that natural terrain landslides tend to become 
widespread when the rain is very intense, with a 
"normalised 24-hour rainfall"* of over 20%. Hong 
Kong's records 
in the past 50 years 
suggest that 
widespread natural 
terrain landslides 
tend to occur almost 
once every 1 0 to 
15 years. 

•I June 1966 -A heavy rainstorm affected 
Hong Kong Island (normalised 24-hour 
rainfall from 10% to 25%), triggering around 
150 natural terrain landslides over some 
45 km2 of natural terrain on Hong Kong 
Island alone. 

• May and August 1982 - Hong Kong 
was battered by two intense rainstorms 
(normalised 24-hour rainfall from 5% to 25%), 
which led to some 1 ,800 natural terrain 
landslides, resulting in nine fatalities . 

• November 1993 - Lantau Island suffered 
about 840 natural terrain landslides 
following a severe rainstorm (normalised 
24-hour rainfall from 10% to 35%). Luckily, 
there were no serious consequences, apart 
from blockage of roads and catchwaters. 

• June 2008 - The date 7 June 2008 will 
long be remembered in Hong Kong for one 
I of the most severe rainstorms in decades. 

The western part of Lantau Island was most 
severely hit (normalised 24-hour rainfall 
from 20% to 30%), resulting in more than 
2,400 natural terrain landslides on Lantau 
Island. Several key roads that provide the 
sole access to remote rural communities 
were blocked by landslide debris, and 
over 25 houses had to be evacuated. 
The highway to the airport was closed for 
16 hours. Had the severe rainstorm been 
over more densely populated areas, the 

La~ttlrli~.c dusf.crr i11 W-tJr L(A~tfau afr.cr f/,..c
consequences could have been far more J'u~t.c Z008 ni~tsfor)M
serious. 

* "Nonnalised 24-hour rainfall" is defined as the maximum rainfall 
in a rolling 24-hour period divided by the mean annual rainfall of 

that locadon. 
For example for a particular rainstonn over Hong Kong Island: 
Highest rolling 24-hour rainfall= 400 mm 
Mean annual rainfall for Hong Kong Island = 2000 mm 
Nonnalised 24-hour rainfall = 20% 

H~3 La+tfdu, rai~t-i~t~uc.ctl sl.allow 
+tdfural r.crrai~t I(Atr~slitl.cs 
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WHERE were these Natural 
Terrain Landslides? 

Aerial photographs provide an excellent way to understand the 
dis1ribution and nature of natural terrain landslides, hence better 
assessment of the hazards. In 1995, GEO began compiling an 
inventory of natural terrain landslides using high-flight aerial 
photographs taken from at least 2,400-m flight-height. 

The currant catalogue, named the •Enhanced Natural Terrain 
Landslide Inventory'' (ENTLI), was compiled by using both low
and high-flight aerial photographs, including those dating back 
to 1924. The ENTLI is presented in a Geographic Information 
System (GIS) data format containing the locations and attributes 
of about 20,000 recent landslides that can be determined from 
aerial photographs and another 90,000 relict landslides which 
predate the ear1iest available aerial photographs. The inventory is 
updated every three years or so. 

This is one of the most comprehensive inventories of natural terrain 
landslides that have been compiled at metropolitan level. The ENlLI 
provides vital information for assessment of the dis1ribution, characteristics 
and hazards of natural terrain landslides in Hong Kong. 

About20,DDD ret»nt landalidetJ 

In ENTUIn Hong Kong 


(red marks) 


About90,000 relict landslldell 
in ENTU in Hong Kong 

(green marlt:JJ) 
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Vulnerable catchments are those that pose natural terrain 
landslide risks to existing developments. A Historical Landslide 
Catchment (HLC) is a type of vulnerable catchments where 
natural terrain landslides identified in ENTLI have occuned 
close to existing buildings or important transport routes. HLCs 
contribute a notable amount of the overall risk of natural 
terrain landside. They are given priority in the GEO's current 
work. 

An HLC inventory has been developed, and it consists of 
hillside catchments. About 2,800 HLCs have been identified 
and recorded in the inventory up to 2013. Uke ENTLI, this 
HLC inventory is updated regular1y. 

It is important to note that landslides can and do sometimes 
occur on hillsides without a history of failures! 
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Types of Natural Terrain Landslides at Different Settings 

• 	 On a relatively planar hillslope, debris of an open 
hillslope landslide slides down either as an intact 
slab or it may disintegrate as it moves. The former 
is generally referred to as a debris slide; the latter 
as a debris avalanche. 

• 	 At an incised drainage catchment, when a 
landslide occurs, debris within the catchment 
enters the drainage line to form a channelised 
debris flow. The drainage line governs the 
debris flow path. As the landslide debris travels 
downslope along the drainage line, it mixes with 
surface water. This tends to be more hazardous 
than open hillslope landslide as the debris is more 
mobile and therefore has a higher potential to 
reach developed areas. 

• 	 Where the hillside contains a pronounced 
topographic depression (land that is sunken 
below the surrounding area) and does not have a 
definite flow path, landslide commonly happens in 
the form of a mixed debris avalanche and debris 
flow. 

• 	 Where landslide debris enters a stream, a debris 
flow can develop into a debris flood as it mixes 
with more and more water and travels by the 
dominant mechanisms of stream flow. Debris 
floods are generally very mobile. 

• 	 Where there is a loose boulder/rock cliff, a 
boulder/rock fall may occur, invoMng movement 
downslope in the form of free fall through the air, 
sliding, leaping and rolling. 

Clul~>~tf.f.fis~ 4-ti.ris ffow 

• 
Vi 

ear 

1990 

111115 

1999 

2001 

2008 

2008 

Locatio 
n 

TalngSh.., 

Sh~n~Wan Road 

Sham TSW~g San Tauen 

Lei p ... SlrBet 

YuTung Road 

North l..antau Highway 

La dslld ......,. 
n e .,,..... 

Channelieed 
debris llow 

Open hllllllope 
landslldll (partially 

trlgglnld by mar... , ... 
ln1kllllces) 

Channeliead 
debriallow 

Channel'-'d 
debrl811ow 

Channeliead 
debriallow 

Debr1a11ood 

Volume of landslide
debris Involved (m3) 

20,000 

28,000 

800 

780 

3,500 

780 

Consequence 

Did not raaun In serious consequence. 

Land Ul8 ofthe site below the landslide 

was llj)sequenllyamended from l'llllldenlllll 

development to a golfdltvlng range. 


Savaraly damagad thraa shipyards and a 
factory on1hesea front. 1Wofatalities and 
live l~urad. 

Demolished II8V8RII dwellings. One fatality 
and 1 3 injured. 

Demolished two squatter811'Uct11181. Lei Pui 
Streetwas closed for three days. 

Bath westbound lanes of 'Vll 1\.l1g Road weru 
dosed for mora than two monthl. 

Severe ftoocllng ofa 200m secllon of North 
L.antau Hjpay (NLH). The westbound lanea 
oftl18 NLH, wtich ar&tl18 soleVllt*:ullraccass 
to tne Hong Kong International Airport, ware 
ta~ly cloud forabout 16 hours. 

1990 fsitog S~CIII CJ..M~>tlis~ J~iJ floW , 
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should I be Concerned with Natural 
Terrain Landslide Hazards? 

Most landslides in Hong Kong are triggered by rainfall. According 
to past experience, when a sizeable area of natural terrain in 

Hong Kong has a normalised 24-hour rainfall greater than 20%, 
widespread natural terrain landslides tend to occur. 

For a relatively smaller area or lower rainfall intensity, there may still be 
isolated natural terrain landslides. The 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow is an 
example of an isolated large scale natural terrain landslide triggered by 
moderately heavy rainfall (normalised 24-hour rainfall <10%). 

Climate change has become a major challenge of our time. In 2013, 
the United Nations lntergovemment Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
affirmed in its Fifth Assessment Report that the rise in atmospheric 
greenhouse gas concentration as a result of human activities is extremely 
likely to be responsible for the observed global warming since the middle 
of the 20111 century. 

Global warming can lead to an increase in the water-holding capacity 
of the atmosphere. Increase in water vapour provides more favourable 
conditions for developing intense rainstorms and hence increases the 
chance of widespread natural terrain landslides occurring. 

Hong Kong experienced a historical rainstorm on 7 June 2008 with a recorded hourly rainfall e 
of 145.5 mm, that was almost double the record of 88.4 mm in 1886. 
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Hourly rainfall record at the Hong Kong Observatory 


I ObMrvatlan In 1885- 2005 I Prajocllon far 2001-2100 


Extremely wet yee.ra 
 3 
 12
{Annual rainfall> 3,168 mm) 

Extremely dry yee.ra 
2 
 2
{Annual rainfall< 1,289 mm) 

Note: Data from the Hong Kong Observatory 

According to a recent study of the Hong Kong Observatory, the frequency of occurrence of 
heavy rain events (hourly rainfall of 100 mm or more) has doubled in the past 100 years. 

In other words, the intensity and frequency of extreme rainfall events are poised to increase. 
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Urban expansion is increasingly encroaching onto areas close to steep natural 
terrain. Coupled this with the likelihood of more extreme weather as a result 
of climate change, we have to stay vigilant about the risk of natural terrain 
landslides. Given that some 2,400 natural terrain landslides occurred on Lantau 
Island duringthesevere rainstorm of7June 2008, one could imaginethatshould 
this intense rainstonn hit a densely populated area, it could have resulted in dire 
consequences with multiple fatalities. 
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HOW are Natural Terrain Landslide 
Hazards Assessed ? 

Natural Terrain Hazard Study (NTHS) •
1'!.!!..-353 

-
- 1-
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An NTHS aims to identify natural terrain hazards that may affect a particular site and to propose mitigation 
strategies if necessary. An NTHS typically involves desk study, field mapping, ground investigation, terrain 
classification, formulation of hazard map and design of the magnitude of hazard to be mitigated (please refer 
to GEO Report No. 138 for details). 

State-of-the-art technology is deployed to cany out an NTHS, for example: 

0.00. 	 >0.05· > 0.10. >0.15. >0.20· >0.25. >0.30· 
o.os 0.10 0.15 0.20 G.25 0.30 0.35 

Nonnallled 24-hour rainfall 

Rainfall-natural terrain landslide density correlation 

Rainfall-Natural Terrain Landslide Correlation 
It is necessary to understand how rainfall affects hillside stability and the mobility of landslide debris so 
as to assess the natural terrain landslide hazards. The ENTLI and detailed rainfall records available 
in Hong Kong since 1985 have provided the essential data for GEO to establish a state-of-the-art 
rainfall-natural terrain landslide correlation. As shown in the chart, the number of natural terrain landslides 
increases exponentially with rainfall intensity. 

Susceptibility Model 
Generic susceptibility models have been developed 
since the 1990s to assess the likelihood of landslides 
occurring. Studies indicate that volcanic terrain is 
generally more susceptible to landslides than granitic 
terrain. Hillsides with slope gradients of between 30° 
and 40° are particularly vulnerable. 

These models may be used, together with historical 
landslide records and other relevant terrain 
information, for reviewing landslide susceptibility of 
natural terrain. 

Limitations 
Even with specialist input and state-of-the
art knowledge and practice, there are inevitable 
uncertainties and technical difficuhies (e.g. ground 
conditions, rainfall and groundwater, etc.) in 
predicting the exact number, time, location and 
scale of natural terrain landslides, especially when 
extrapolating to extreme rainstorm events. 

2-Dmethod 3-D method 
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Debris run-out numerical modelling 

Aerial Photograph Interpretation (API) & 
Airborne Light Detection and Ranging 
(LIDAR)* 

Site-specific assessment can help to identify terrain 
that is showing signs of dis1ress, such ascracks, that 
precede a landslide. Detailed interpretation of aerial 
photographs is useful in identifying these signs but 
is often hindered by thick vegetation. Nevertheless, 
GEO has made notable advances in the application 
of remote-sensing technology, such as airborne 
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), which 
renders high-resolution ground profiles below 
the vegetation cover. Landslide morphology and 
other subtle landform features can be better studied 
through digital terrain models produced by LiDAR. 

*LI>AA llt.l.nis far Light De4eclkln arll Ranglr~g. Arbcme UDAR Is 
a I'GII'IOtiHensir~g tec::hnology 1olltlic:h, by sending out .,._ beams" 
tnlm airuafts and datading I1IUn t9'lal8, obtaina the di9tanc& and 
hence e1eve.t1cn of objects. As ihaMI In 1he flgn, 1h& beams CM 

pene1rate vegMa1!on canopy and reun signS from QI'Oilnd can be 
Olllainecl pn:Mdilg high-reeolutiOn"bar&" ground pral'ile$ that«*Ylltbe 
proc*lc:ed byll'lldlloraal ~ rnelhods. 

Debris Mobility Modelling 

Historical landslide data can be used to 
evaluate empirical damage zones. Numerical 
modelling techniques using two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional methods have been routinely 
used for assessing the distribution, thickness and 
velocity of landslide debris. 
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HOW are Natural Terrain Landslide Hazards 
Dealt with? 

Typical ways to deal with natural terrain landslide hazards include avoidance, mitigation and 
stabilisation. 

Avoidance 
Avoidance is the best approach. This is done by res1ricting new developments in areas overlooked 
by steep hillsides or by providing suitable buffer areas on the upslope side of the proposed 

development. 

For example in Hong Kong, for individual small house 
developments that are overlooked by sizeable, steep natural 

terrain, the need for natural terrain hazard study and mitigation 
would render the developments economically not viable. In 
such cases, alternative sites should be considered. 

In addition, risks and hence the cost for mitigation works can 
often be slashed by alternative means, such as adjustment 
of the development layout, delineation of a no-build zone and 
simple drainage provisions. 

'* •ALARP" sla.ndl for As Low As Rea.aonably Practicable 
and Is a risk management terminology. The GEO has 
adopted state-of-the-art quantitative risk asseNment 
methodology in the management of landslide risk in Hong 
Kong. The principle of cantrolllng landslide rtsk within the 
ALARP level Is to attain a high level of slope safety that Is 
practiC81ty achievable. 

The 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow started as a debris 
slide of about 350 .,:J at the source. There was significant 
erosion and transportation of loose deposits on channel 
bed along its flow path. By the time the debris stopped 
moving at the slope toe, that volume involved had 
increased to a massive 20,000 rrr3 (or about the size of 
eight Olympic-sized swimming pools) with a run-out 
distance of about 1 km. Following this channelised 

debris flow, the original plan for a 
residential development at the Tsing 
Shan foothills was changed to a golf 
driving range to minimise risks. In 
2000, another debris flow of about 
1 ,600 m3 occurred at an adjacent 
drainage line, and resulted in debris 
being deposited on the golf driving 
range. This is a vivid reminder of the 
importance of proper land-use and 
development planning in containing 
in the landslide risk. 

Footbridge Sun Tuen Mun Centre 

Mitigation Works •Mitigation is preferred over stabilisation works for dealing with natural terrain landslide hazards since it is 
often impractical, costly and environmentally undesirable to carry out extensive slope stabilisation works 
on large areas of natural terrain. Debris-resisting barriers, either rigid or flexible are common mitigation 
measures in Hong Kong. Rigid barriers are designed for predicted debris impact force, while the design of 
flexible barriers with an energy rating is based on a semi-empirical approach. In some cases, baffles can 
be constructed upslope of the barriers to help dissipate the impact energy. 
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Rigid barriers and flexible barriers are to be used in different terrain and conditions: 

• Rigid barriers have higher retention volume anddebris resisting capacity. They are relatively more 
intrusive toenvironment and are suitable foruse atdrainage lines to mitigate risks ofchannelised 
debris flow. 

• Flexible barriers have limited capacity and are relatively less intrusive to the environment. They are 
suitable for use in mitigating risks of boulderhock fall, open hillslope landslide and small scale 
channelised debris flow and at locations where use of more substantial structures are not practical 
due to site constraints. 

Scotland (Europe) 

"Exposure reduction" and •hazard reduction• 
are the two approaches adopted by 
Transport Scotland to manage landslide 
risk, with the former being the main 
focus. Exposure reduction involves public 
education, warning, precautionary signage 
and road closure; hazard reduction involves 
road realignment or engineering works. 

A three-part management tool called 
"Detection-Notification-Action• is in place 
to reduce the exposure of road users to the 
risk of debris flow. Detection is carried out 
through monitoring of ground movement or 
landslide forecasting using real-time rainfall 
data. Appropriate authorities and parties are 
notified of the predicted or actual occurrence 
of landslides so that they can take immediate 
actions to mitigate the risk, such as road 
closure or traffic diversion. 

• From Geobrugg (2009). 
"Flexible Ring Net Barriers 
for Debris Flow Protection: 
The Economic Solution•. 

A "'wig-wag" sign und 
In Scollllnd(In cue at 
IIICI'efJBed riBic ataiiiiiQ/Ide, 
••,. bfH:auseofut.Msive 
flllnfrlll, fhfllllgn ,_ I¥J 
Mrm I'GIId u..,.) -From 
'D'aMporl tk:otland web8lle 
http://www.~ 
gov.ulr 

Switzerland (Europe) 

Switzer1and has had some success in the 
use of flexible barriers in retaining debris 
flows. The typical barriers are generally 
up to 30 m wide and 6 m high. As the 
storage capacity of individual barriers is 
relatively limited, multiple barriers are 
usually needed. 

~ffiplc f{4Xil.f• l.•rricrl in S~oo~ih.cnan~ 
- Pl.of- cowrf.U!f of Gco~9* 
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Italy {Europe) 

Debris flows are the most frequent 
type of catastrophic landslides in 
Italy, but rockfalls, rock slides and 
rock avalanches are also common. 
A variety of landslide prevention and 
mitigation works are used. Among 
these are debris-resisting barriers 
(including flexible and rigid barriers) 
and retention basins, adopted in areas 
where preventive measures are too 
expensive or cannot be used because 
of complex morphological conditions 
or other restrictions. 

it 

Canada (North America) 

Rockfalls pose frequent problems 
along transport routes through the 
mountainous terrain of Canada's 
western provinces. They have caused 
numerous deaths. Debris flows are 
a major problem in southem British 
Columbia where numerous defensive 
structures have been constructed to 
protect homes and routes. Debris
resisting barriers are prevalent in 
Canada, and are usually either earthfill 
embankmentsorearthfill dams covered 
by concrete or steel panels. 

• 
Japan (Asia-Pacific) 

A large number of landslides, including debris flows, shallow and deep-seated landslides, occur 
in Japan every year as a resuH of seasonal torrential rain, earthquakes and volcanic activity. 
To protect developments affected by landslide hazards, risk mitigation measures such as 
debris-straining structures, deflection structures, debris transport channels, check dams and 
debris-resisting barriers are commonly adopted. 

Ddoris-sfni~i"'g sh-wcfwr.t. (gn'~ sf~h.n-.t.) i"' J'•f'•~ 
- f~of.o coorrfCJ!1 of fcolo.t Sf«! l.i.,.if~ 

Stabilisation Works 
Under specific circumstances, stabilisation measures at local areas can be an effective 
measure to prevent landslides on natural terrain. For example, structural support in the form of 
soil nailing has been used to stabilise recent landslide scars and severely distressed hillsides. 
In-situ stabilisation measures such as rock boltsfdowels and concrete buttresses can be used to 
prevent localised rock and boulder falls. 
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Management of Natural Terrain 
Landslide Risk in Hong Kong 

The Government's strategy on natural terrain 
landslide hazards is to keep the risk within an 
"AL.ARP• level with two key components: one for 
new and the other for existing developments. 

If a site meets these two conditions, the following technical criteria are used for 
screening the proposed development, based on a conservative estimation of 
the distance the landslide debris can reach. 

' ' 

Severe hazard area 

' ' 

' ' ' ' 

' ' 

' ' ' 
' ' ' 

The "In-principle Objection Criteria" are aimed at identifying development sites 
that are faced with severe natural terrain hazards. Such hazards can affect 
the viability of the proposed development due to the potential requirement for 
implementing extensive and costly hazard mitigation works. 

Site A-Study required 
Site B-Study not required 

For New Developments 

The aim here is to contain any undue increase in natural terrain landslide risk. This can be achieved through 
screening of land disposal and development proposals, judicious land-use and project planning to avoid 
hazardous areas, as well as repairing assessment and mitigation of any hazards for sites that could be 
affected by natural terrain hazards. 

The GEO has established a set of simple "Inclusion" guidelines to assist planners, land administrators, and 
project managers to review whether or not a given site may require screening for natural terrain landslides 
hazards. The guidelines comprise the following two conditions: 

20" 

' ' ' ' 

50m 

The "Alert Criteria" are aimed at identifying development sites that are 
susceptible to natural terrain hazards which entail a natural terrain hazard study 
(NTHS) and any necessary mitigation actions should be implemented as part 
of the development. 

The proposed development involves facilities with relatively high consequence-to
life {e.g. buildings, maior infrastructures, densely-used playground, etc.). 

There is a natural hillside sloping at more than 15° within 100 m horizontally upslope 
of the site. 
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For Existing Developments 
"React-to-known-hazard• is the principle that underlies the current approach for 
study and mitigation of natural terrain landslide risk for existing developments. 
It entails the following: 

• 	 In case of an "inmediate and obvious danger" situation, mitigation action 
should be taken urgently - this situation would exist when the natural 
terrain shows signs of distress, continuing hazardous movement or incipient 
instability which would have jeopardized life or inflicted serious damage to 
property in the event of a landslide. 

• 	 The natural terrain hazards should be studied where ''there Is reason to 
believe that a dangerous situation could develop•, and mitigation actions 
should be taken when necessary. For example, where persistent landslides 
on natural terrain have taken place in the past, and life and property may be 
in danger if further landslides occur. These cases are normally Identified by 
the GEO through inspections of landslides, review of documentary records, 
and studies for safety clearance of squatters, etc. 

The GEO has used quantitative risk assessment (QRA) to evaluate the risk 
levels of the HLCs and to devise a risk-based ranking system to prioritise 
systematic follow-up actions under the Landslip Prevention and Mitigation 
Programme (LPMitP), which commenced in 2010. Under the LPMitP, 
studies and necessary risk mitigation measures will be carried out each 
year for about 30 natural terrain catchments with known hazards to existing 
buildings or important transport corridors. Landscape treatments and/or 
soil bio-engineering measures will be provided to the hillsides as well as the 
mitigation measures as appropriate to minimise their visual impact and blend 
them with their surrounding environment. 

The mitigation measures provided may not be sufficient to contain all the debris 
for rare but large-scale landslides. Such measures nevertheless still help to 
reduce the impact and allow more time for escape or evacuation. 
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Building Platforms on Elevated Structures 
Requires minimal sit&1orma11on and has minimal llm11B11ons In the sceJe and loc8tlon of lndMdual sites, 
and C8ll be cleYeloped for sites with aignific&nt geotedlnical c:onatraints. 

Hilltop Development 
Raqulres removal of pert of the upper po!1fon of a hill with gan!le to modam.taly steep terrain to fo!m 
plalfonn11 on the tnmc:ated hilltop. It offenJ flexilility in the extent and layout of development within 
the lite. 

Site formation 
or elevated Terraced 

Site formation 
or elevated 

Terraced Development 
Requires transformation of a modera.tely steep hllslde, up to about 1s• gradient, Into a series of 
ta1'18C8d platforms. Thill involvea axtanaiva formation of man-made alopea and retaining walls. 

Elevated 	 Natural 
terrain 

Terraced Site formation Mixed 

II II 

haza 

Major Open-cut Site Formation 
Requires extensive cutting of hillsides and earth filling to fo!m large building platforms downslope. 
Thi$ method with tignificant ai~formatiOn wod<$ may be c:oneiderad in localised &I'M$ that are 
neither geotechnlcally nor environmentally sen&lt!v&. 

iiiiiii 
IIIIIII 
IIIIIII 

Origina1 ground profile 

~ 

Original ground profile 

Ground profile after site formation 

Excavated portion 
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WII should Act? 


The natural terrain in Hong Kong is usually tranquil and the beauty of our natural 
landscape is for all of us to enjoy. However, natural terrain landslide is a natural 
process and the associated risk can never be eliminated even with the mitigation 
measures. 

Concerted efforts of the Government and the public are crucial in managing the 
landslide risk. In times of heavy rainfall and in particular, when landslip warning 
is in force, we should stay vigilant and keep away from slopes. 

Community involvement is more important than ever in response to an expected 
increase in the frequency and intensity of heavy rainfall resuHing from climate 
change. The GEO has an ongoing public education programme and undertakes 
a wide range of outreaching activities to enhance public awareness of landslide 
risk and to build up community resilience to landslide events. 

Sdtoof ~iJ,itiows 

The public should take heed of the Landslide Warning as almost all of the 
landslide fatalities in the past 20 years in Hong Kong occurred when the Landslip 
Warning was in force. Many of these fatalities might have been avoided if the 
public had responded positively to our Landslip Warning messages. When the 
Landslip Warning is in force, the public should keep away from steep slopes. 
People should in general cancel non-essential appointments and stay at home, 
or remain in a safe shelter and get familiarised with the personal precautionary 
measures belOW". The public should follow the Government's emergency response 
plans and leave promptly if asked to evacuate. 

811WllJDI!Mll•• 
!IC)t1Uliii±.8CJA± 
.......,fno~~ 

•.=.::•KEEP AWAY FROM SLOPES 

l':ESmBtiU;ntul ••~~mum 
when the landsllp \\amlng Is In force or ~lng heavy rainfall 

It ll • R l8t "' II ± a keep a..ay from slopes and relalnlng walls 

.. 

_..._.... ....--~~==~...Q.~ 

IU 11UJ~I'fll 
Landslip Warning 

"Keep Away From Slopes" poster showing precautionary measures to be 
taken by the public during heavy rain or landsllp warning Ia In force 
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The GEO maintains a 24-hour, year-round service to provide 
geotechnical advice to Government Departments on actions to 
be taken in case of danger arising from landslides. The service 
includes advice on closure of roads, evacuation of buildings, 
and urgent slope repair works. The primary objective of 
the emergency service is to protect the general public from 
landslide hazards and to assist Government Departments to 
restore services to the public, which have been disrupted by 
landslides. 

Different types of warning signage are erected along busy roads with a history of landslides; in front of 
slopes affecting squatters; and near natural terrain landslide mitigation measures that are planned, under 
construction or completed. The public should stay clear of these areas during heavy rainfall. 
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Dangerous Hillside / Retaining Wall 
Pending WOfks 
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Danger! Debris Flowl 

Note: For more information, please visit http://hkss.cedd.gov.hklhksslengllandslip_sign.aspx 

Further Study 

Our publication 'When Hillsides Collapse -ACentury of Landslides in Hong Kong" (2nd Edition) describes 
notable landside events in Hong Kong in chronological order from 1889 to 2008 with over 250 invaluable 
historical photographs. 

The book is on sale at the Publications Sales Unit of lnfonnation Services Department (lSD) at HK$221. 
An electronic version is also available for downloading, please visit the following website for details: 
http://hkss.cedd.gov.hklhksslengtwhen_hillsides_collapse_2nd.aspx. 

Further Information 
Please also visit our CEDD website http://www.cedd.gov.hklindex.html, or our Hong Kong Slope Safety 
website http://hkss.cedd.gov.hklhksslenglindex.aspx for further information on slope safety in Hong Kong. 
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	How many natural terrain landslides do you think occur inHong Kong each year? It may come as a surprise that, based on aerial photograph interpretation, on average about 300 landslides occur on natural terrain each year in 
	Hong Kong! 
	People often underestimate the number of natural terrain landslides as many occur on hillsides away from urban areas. About 1 ,500 natural terrain landslides were reported to the GEO between 1982 and 2013, mostly affecting open spaces, minor roads, footpaths, and other less important facilities. These landslides occur close to built-up areas and 
	these are what the general public are usually aware of. In fact, based on aerial photograph interpretation, a total of 13,700 natural terrain landslides occurred from 1982 to 2013. 
	The natural terrain landslides in Hong Kong are usually of small-to-medium scale, with volumes up to several hundred cubic metres. That is about a quarter of the size of a 2500 mOlympic-sized swimming pool. Large landslides are usually related to adverse geological conditions or scraping/transportation of 
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	loose deposits on channel beds along the landslide flow paths, which add significant volume of debris to the initially small landslide, such as in several landslides above Shek Pik Reservoir in 2008 and the Tsing Shan debris flow in 1990. Although large-scale landslides are relatively rare, when they occur close to urban area, the consequences 
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	So what is the main trigger of natural terrain landslides? Hong Kong's natural terrain landslides are mainly rain-induced. Widespread landslides occur in very intense and heavy rain. Rainfall and landslide data show that natural terrain landslides tend to become widespread when the rain is very intense, with a "normalised 24-hour rainfall"* of over 20%. Hong 
	Kong's records in the past 50 years suggest that 
	widespread natural terrain landslides tend to occur almost 
	once every 1 0 to 15 years. 
	I 
	•

	June 1966-Aheavy rainstorm affected 
	Hong Kong Island (normalised 24-hour rainfall from 10% to 25%), triggering around 150 natural terrain landslides over some 45 kmof natural terrain on Hong Kong Island alone. 
	2 

	May and August 1982 -Hong Kong was battered by two intense rainstorms (normalised 24-hour rainfall from 5% to 25%), which led to some 1 ,800 natural terrain landslides, resulting in nine fatalities . 
	• 

	November 1993 -Lantau Island suffered about 840 natural terrain landslides following a severe rainstorm (normalised 
	• 

	Figure
	24-hour rainfall from 10% to 35%). Luckily, 
	there were no serious consequences, apart 
	from blockage of roads and catchwaters. 
	June 2008 -The date 7 June 2008 will long be remembered in Hong Kong for one .of the most severe rainstorms in decades. .
	• 
	I 

	Thewestern part of Lantau Island was most severely hit (normalised 24-hour rainfall from 20% to 30%), resulting in more than 2,400 natural terrain landslides on Lantau Island. Several key roads that provide the sole access to remote rural communities were blocked by landslide debris, and over 25 houses had to be evacuated. The highway to the airport was closed for 16 hours. Had the severe rainstorm been over more densely populated areas, the 
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	consequences could have been far more 
	serious. 
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	* "Nonnalised 24-hour rainfall" is defined as the maximum rainfall in a rolling 24-hour period divided bythe mean annual rainfall of that locadon. For example for a particular rainstonn over Hong Kong Island: Highest rolling 24-hour rainfall= 400 mm Mean annual rainfall for Hong Kong Island = 2000 mm Nonnalised 24-hour rainfall = 20% 
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	Terrain Landslides? 
	Aerial photographs provide an excellent way to understand the dis1ribution and nature of natural terrain landslides, hence better assessment of the hazards. In 1995, GEO began compiling an inventory of natural terrain landslides using high-flight aerial photographs taken from at least 2,400-m flight-height. 
	The currant catalogue, named the •Enhanced Natural Terrain Landslide Inventory'' (ENTLI), was compiled by using both lowand high-flight aerial photographs, including those dating back to 1924. The ENTLI is presented in a Geographic Information System (GIS) data format containing the locations and attributes of about 20,000 recent landslides that can be determined from aerial photographs and another 90,000 relict landslides which predate the ear1iest available aerial photographs. The inventory is updated ev
	This is one of the most comprehensive inventories of natural terrain landslides that have been compiled at metropolitan level. The ENlLI provides vital information for assessment of the dis1ribution, characteristics and hazards of natural terrain landslides in Hong Kong. 
	About20,DDDret»nt landalidetJ .In ENTUIn Hong Kong .(red marks) .
	About90,000 relictlandslldell in ENTU in Hong Kong (green marlt:JJ) 
	• .
	Figure
	Vulnerable catchments are those that pose natural terrain landslide risks to existing developments. A Historical Landslide Catchment (HLC) is a type of vulnerable catchments where natural terrain landslides identified in ENTLI have occuned close to existing buildings or important transport routes. HLCs contribute a notable amount of the overall risk of natural terrain landside. They are given priority in the GEO's current work. 
	An HLC inventory has been developed, and it consists of hillside catchments. About 2,800 HLCs have been identified and recorded in the inventory up to 2013. Uke ENTLI, this HLC inventory is updated regular1y. 
	It is important to note that landslides can and do sometimes occur on hillsides without a history of failures! 
	Types of Natural Terrain Landslides at Different Settings 
	• .
	• .
	• .
	On a relatively planar hillslope, debris of an open hillslope landslide slides down either as an intact slab or it may disintegrate as it moves. The former is generally referred to as a debris slide; the latter as a debris avalanche. 

	• .
	• .
	At an incised drainage catchment, when a landslide occurs, debris within the catchment enters the drainage line to form a channelised debris flow. The drainage line governs the debris flow path. As the landslide debris travels downslope along the drainage line, it mixes with surface water. This tends to be more hazardous than open hillslope landslide as the debris is more mobile and therefore has a higher potential to reach developed areas. 

	• .
	• .
	Where the hillside contains a pronounced topographic depression (land that is sunken below the surrounding area) and does not have a definite flow path, landslide commonly happens in the form of a mixed debris avalanche and debris flow. 

	• .
	• .
	Where landslide debris enters a stream, a debris flow can develop into a debris flood as it mixes with more and more water and travels by the dominant mechanisms of stream flow. Debris floods are generally very mobile. 

	• .
	• .
	Where there is a loose boulder/rock cliff, a boulder/rock fall may occur, invoMng movement downslope in the form of free fall through the air, sliding, leaping and rolling. 
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	the United Nations lntergovemment Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) affirmed in its Fifth Assessment Report that the rise in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration as a result of human activities is extremely likely to be responsible for the observed global warming since the middle of the 20century. 
	111 

	Global warming can lead to an increase in the water-holding capacity of the atmosphere. Increase in water vapour provides more favourable conditions for developing intense rainstorms and hence increases the chance of widespread natural terrain landslides occurring. 
	Figure
	Hong Kong experienced a historical rainstorm on 7 June 2008 with a recorded hourly rainfall 
	e 
	of 145.5 mm, that was almost double the record of 88.4 mm in 1886. 
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	{Annual rainfall> 3,168 mm) Extremely dry yee.ra 
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	{Annual rainfall< 1,289 mm) 
	Note: Data from the Hong Kong Observatory 
	According to a recent study of the Hong Kong Observatory, the frequency of occurrence of heavy rain events (hourly rainfall of 100 mm or more) has doubled in the past 100 years. 
	In other words, the intensity and frequency of extreme rainfall events are poised to increase. 
	• .
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	Urban expansion is increasingly encroaching onto areas close to steep natural terrain. Coupled this with the likelihood of more extreme weather as a result of climate change, we have to stay vigilant about the risk of natural terrain landslides. Given that some 2,400 natural terrain landslides occurred on Lantau Island duringthesevere rainstorm of7June 2008, one could imaginethatshould this intense rainstonn hit a densely populated area, it could have resulted in dire consequences with multiple fatalities. 
	Urban expansion is increasingly encroaching onto areas close to steep natural terrain. Coupled this with the likelihood of more extreme weather as a result of climate change, we have to stay vigilant about the risk of natural terrain landslides. Given that some 2,400 natural terrain landslides occurred on Lantau Island duringthesevere rainstorm of7June 2008, one could imaginethatshould this intense rainstonn hit a densely populated area, it could have resulted in dire consequences with multiple fatalities. 
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	Figure
	are Natural Terrain Landslide Hazards Assessed ? 
	HOW 

	Natural Terrain Hazard Study (NTHS) 
	Figure

	•
	An NTHS aims to identify natural terrain hazards that may affect a particular site and to propose mitigation strategies if necessary. An NTHS typically involves desk study, field mapping, ground investigation, terrain classification, formulation of hazard map and design of the magnitude of hazard to be mitigated (please refer to GEO Report No. 138 for details). 
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	State-of-the-art technology is deployed to cany out an NTHS, for example: 
	0.00. .>0.05· > 0.10. >0.15. >0.20· >0.25. >0.30· o.os 0.10 0.15 0.20 G.25 0.30 0.35 
	Nonnallled 24-hour rainfall 
	Rainfall-natural terrain landslide density correlation 
	Rainfall-Natural Terrain Landslide Correlation It is necessary to understand how rainfall affects hillside stability and the mobility of landslide debris so as to assess the natural terrain landslide hazards. The ENTLI and detailed rainfall records available in Hong Kong since 1985 have provided the essential data for GEO to establish a state-of-the-art rainfall-natural terrain landslide correlation. As shown in the chart, the number of natural terrain landslides 
	increases exponentially with rainfall intensity. 
	Susceptibility Model Generic susceptibility models have been developed since the 1990s to assess the likelihood of landslides occurring. Studies indicate that volcanic terrain is generally more susceptible to landslides than granitic terrain. Hillsides with slope gradients of between 30° and 40° are particularly vulnerable. 
	These models may be used, together with historical landslide records and other relevant terrain information, for reviewing landslide susceptibility of natural terrain. 
	Limitations Even with specialist input and state-of-theart knowledge and practice, there are inevitable uncertainties and technical difficuhies (e.g. ground conditions, rainfall and groundwater, etc.) in predicting the exact number, time, location and scale of natural terrain landslides, especially when extrapolating to extreme rainstorm events. 
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	Debris run-out numerical modelling 
	Aerial Photograph Interpretation (API) & Airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)* 
	Site-specific assessment can help to identify terrain that is showing signs of dis1ress, such ascracks, that precede a landslide. Detailed interpretation of aerial photographs is useful in identifying these signs but is often hindered by thick vegetation. Nevertheless, GEO has made notable advances in the application of remote-sensing technology, such as airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), which renders high-resolution ground profiles below the vegetation cover. Landslide morphology and other subt
	Sect
	Figure

	*LI>AA llt.l.nis far Light De4eclkln arll Ranglr~g. Arbcme UDAR Is a I'GII'IOtiHensir~g tec::hnology 1olltlic:h, by sending out .,._ beams" tnlm airuafts and datading I1IUn t9'lal8, obtaina the di9tanc& and hence e1eve.t1cn of objects. As ihaMI In 1he flgn, 1h& beams CM pene1rate vegMa1!on canopy and reun signS from QI'Oilnd can be Olllainecl pn:Mdilg high-reeolutiOn"bar&" ground pral'ile$ that«*Ylltbe proc*lc:ed byll'lldlloraal ~rnelhods. 
	Debris Mobility Modelling 
	Debris Mobility Modelling 

	Historical landslide data can be used to evaluate empirical damage zones. Numerical modelling techniques using two-dimensional and three-dimensional methods have been routinely used for assessing the distribution, thickness and velocity of landslide debris. 
	Figure
	are Natural Terrain Landslide Hazards Dealt with? 
	HOW 

	Typical ways to deal with natural terrain landslide hazards include avoidance, mitigation and stabilisation. 
	Avoidance 
	Avoidance is the best approach. This is done by res1ricting new developments in areas overlooked by steep hillsides or by providing suitable buffer areas on the upslope side of the proposed development. 
	For example in Hong Kong, for individual small house developments that are overlooked by sizeable, steep natural 
	For example in Hong Kong, for individual small house developments that are overlooked by sizeable, steep natural 
	terrain, the need for natural terrain hazard study and mitigation would render the developments economically not viable. In such cases, alternative sites should be considered. 
	In addition, risks and hence the cost for mitigation works can often be slashed by alternative means, such as adjustment of the development layout, delineation of a no-build zone and 
	simple drainage provisions. 
	'* •ALARP" sla.ndl for As Low As Rea.aonably Practicable and Is a risk management terminology. The GEO has adopted state-of-the-art quantitative risk asseNment methodology in the management of landslide risk in Hong Kong. The principle of cantrolllng landslide rtsk within the ALARP level Is to attain a high level of slope safety that Is practiC81ty achievable. 
	The 1990 Tsing Shan debris flow started as a debris slide of about 350 .,:J at the source. There was significant erosion and transportation of loose deposits on channel bed along its flow path. By the time the debris stopped moving at the slope toe, that volume involved had increased to a massive 20,000 rrr3 (or about the size of eight Olympic-sized swimming pools) with a run-out distance of about 1 km. Following this channelised 
	debris flow, the original plan for a residential development at the Tsing Shan foothills was changed to a golf driving range to minimise risks. In 2000, another debris flow of about 1 ,600 moccurred at an adjacent drainage line, and resulted in debris being deposited on the golf driving range. This is a vivid reminder of the importance of proper land-use and development planning in containing in the landslide risk. 
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	Mitigation Works 
	•
	•

	Mitigation is preferred over stabilisation works for dealing with natural terrain landslide hazards since it is 
	often impractical, costly and environmentally undesirable to carry out extensive slope stabilisation works on large areas of natural terrain. Debris-resisting barriers, either rigid or flexible are common mitigation measures in Hong Kong. Rigid barriers are designed for predicted debris impact force, while the design of flexible barriers with an energy rating is based on a semi-empirical approach. In some cases, baffles can be constructed upslope of the barriers to help dissipate the impact energy. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Rigid barriers and flexible barriers are to be used in different terrain and conditions: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Rigid barriers have higher retention volume anddebris resisting capacity. They are relatively more intrusivetoenvironment and are suitable foruse atdrainage lines to mitigate risks ofchannelised debris flow. 

	• 
	• 
	Flexible barriers have limited capacity and are relatively less intrusive to the environment. They are suitable for use in mitigating risks of boulderhock fall, open hillslope landslide and small scale channelised debris flow and at locations where use of more substantial structures are not practical due to site constraints. 


	Figure
	Figure
	Scotland (Europe) 
	"Exposure reduction" and •hazard reduction• are the two approaches adopted by Transport Scotland to manage landslide risk, with the former being the main focus. Exposure reduction involves public education, warning, precautionary signage and road closure; hazard reduction involves road realignment or engineering works. 
	A three-part management tool called "Detection-Notification-Action• is in place to reduce the exposure of road users to the risk of debris flow. Detection is carried out through monitoring of ground movement or landslide forecasting using real-time rainfall data. Appropriate authorities and parties are notified ofthe predicted or actual occurrence oflandslides sothat they can take immediate actions to mitigate the risk, such as road closure or traffic diversion. 
	• From Geobrugg (2009). "Flexible Ring Net Barriers for Debris Flow Protection: The Economic Solution•. 
	• From Geobrugg (2009). "Flexible Ring Net Barriers for Debris Flow Protection: The Economic Solution•. 
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	Switzerland (Europe) 
	Switzer1and has had some success in the use of flexible barriers in retaining debris flows. The typical barriers are generally up to 30 m wide and 6 m high. As the storage capacity of individual barriers is relatively limited, multiple barriers are usually needed. 
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	Figure
	Italy {Europe) 
	Italy {Europe) 

	Debris flows are the most frequent type of catastrophic landslides in Italy, but rockfalls, rock slides and rock avalanches are also common. A variety of landslide prevention and mitigation works are used. Among these are debris-resisting barriers (including flexible and rigid barriers) and retention basins, adopted in areas where preventive measures are too expensive or cannot be used because of complex morphological conditions or other restrictions. 
	Figure
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	Figure
	Canada (North America) 
	Canada (North America) 
	Rockfalls pose frequent problems along transport routes through the mountainous terrain of Canada's western provinces. They have caused numerous deaths. Debris flows are a major problem in southem British Columbia where numerous defensive structures have been constructed to protect homes and routes. Debrisresisting barriers are prevalent in Canada, and are usually either earthfill embankmentsorearthfill dams covered by concrete orsteel panels. 

	• 
	Japan (Asia-Pacific) 
	Japan (Asia-Pacific) 
	A large number of landslides, including debris flows, shallow and deep-seated landslides, occur in Japan every year as a resuH of seasonal torrential rain, earthquakes and volcanic activity. To protect developments affected by landslide hazards, risk mitigation measures such as debris-straining structures, deflection structures, debris transport channels, check dams and debris-resisting barriers are commonly adopted. 
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	Stabilisation Works 
	Under specific circumstances, stabilisation measures at local areas can be an effective measure to prevent landslides on natural terrain. For example, structural support in the form of soil nailing has been used to stabilise recent landslide scars and severely distressed hillsides. In-situ stabilisation measures such as rock boltsfdowels and concrete buttresses can be used to prevent localised rock and boulder falls. 
	Sect
	Figure

	Management of Natural Terrain Landslide Risk in Hong Kong The Government's strategy on natural terrain landslide hazards is to keep the risk within an "AL.ARP• level with two key components: one for new and the other for existing developments. 
	If a site meets these two conditions, the following technical criteria are used for screening the proposed development, based on a conservative estimation of the distance the landslide debris can reach. 
	' ' Severe hazard area ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
	The "In-principle Objection Criteria" are aimed at identifying development sites that are faced with severe natural terrain hazards. Such hazards can affect the viability of the proposed development due to the potential requirement for implementing extensive and costly hazard mitigation works. 
	The "In-principle Objection Criteria" are aimed at identifying development sites that are faced with severe natural terrain hazards. Such hazards can affect the viability of the proposed development due to the potential requirement for implementing extensive and costly hazard mitigation works. 
	Site A-Study required Site B-Study not required 


	New Developments 
	For 

	The aim here is to contain any undue increase in natural terrain landslide risk. This can be achieved through screening of land disposal and development proposals, judicious land-use and project planning to avoid hazardous areas, as well as repairing assessment and mitigation of any hazards for sites that could be affected by natural terrain hazards. 
	The GEO has established a set of simple "Inclusion" guidelines to assist planners, land administrators, and project managers to review whether or not a given site may require screening for natural terrain landslides hazards. The guidelines comprise the following two conditions: 
	20" ' ' ' ' 50m 
	The "Alert Criteria" are aimed at identifying development sites that are susceptible to natural terrain hazards which entail a natural terrain hazard study (NTHS) and any necessary mitigation actions should be implemented as part of the development. 
	The "Alert Criteria" are aimed at identifying development sites that are susceptible to natural terrain hazards which entail a natural terrain hazard study (NTHS) and any necessary mitigation actions should be implemented as part of the development. 


	Figure
	The proposed development involves facilities with relatively high consequence-tolife {e.g. buildings, maior infrastructures, densely-used playground, etc.). 
	There is a natural hillside sloping at more than 15° within 100 m horizontally upslope ofthe site. 
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	For Existing Developments 
	"React-to-known-hazard• is the principle that underlies the current approach for study and mitigation of natural terrain landslide risk for existing developments. It entails the following: 
	• .
	• .
	• .
	In case of an "inmediate and obvious danger" situation, mitigation action should be taken urgently -this situation would exist when the natural terrain shows signs of distress, continuing hazardous movement or incipient instability which would have jeopardized life or inflicted serious damage to property in the event of a landslide. 

	• .
	• .
	The natural terrain hazards should be studied where ''there Is reason to believe that a dangerous situation could develop•, and mitigation actions should be taken when necessary. For example, where persistent landslides on natural terrain have taken place in the past, and life and property may be in danger if further landslides occur. These cases are normally Identified by the GEO through inspections of landslides, review of documentary records, and studies for safety clearance of squatters, etc. 


	The GEO has used quantitative risk assessment (QRA) to evaluate the risk levels of the HLCs and to devise a risk-based ranking system to prioritise systematic follow-up actions under the Landslip Prevention and Mitigation Programme (LPMitP), which commenced in 2010. Under the LPMitP, studies and necessary risk mitigation measures will be carried out each year for about 30 natural terrain catchments with known hazards to existing buildings or important transport corridors. Landscape treatments and/or soil bi
	The mitigation measures provided may not be sufficient to contain all the debris for rare but large-scale landslides. Such measures nevertheless still help to reduce the impact and allow more time for escape or evacuation. 
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	30 Building Platforms on Elevated Structures Requires minimal sit&1orma11on and has minimal llm11B11ons In the sceJe and loc8tlon of lndMdual sites, and C8ll be cleYeloped for sites with aignific&nt geotedlnical c:onatraints. Hilltop Development Raqulres removal of pert of the upper po!1fon of a hill with gan!le to modam.taly steep terrain to fo!m plalfonn11 on the tnmc:ated hilltop. It offenJ flexilility in the extent and layout of development within the lite. Site formation or elevated Terraced Site forma
	Terraced Development 
	Terraced Development 

	Requires transformation of a modera.tely steep hllslde, up to about 1s• gradient, Into a series of ta1'18C8d platforms. Thill involvea axtanaiva formation of man-made alopea and retaining walls. 
	Elevated .Natural terrain 
	Terraced Site formation Mixed II II haza 
	Major Open-cut Site Formation 
	Major Open-cut Site Formation 

	Requires extensive cutting of hillsides and earth filling to fo!m large building platforms downslope. Thi$ method with tignificant ai~formatiOn wod<$ may be c:oneiderad in localised &I'M$ that are neither geotechnlcally nor environmentally sen&lt!v&. 
	iiiiiii IIIIIII IIIIIII Origina1 ground profile ~ 
	Original ground profile Ground profile after site formation Excavated portion 
	Original ground profile Ground profile after site formation Excavated portion 
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	The natural terrain in Hong Kong is usually tranquil and the beauty of our natural landscape is for all of us to enjoy. However, natural terrain landslide is a natural process and the associated risk can never be eliminated even with the mitigation measures. 
	Concerted efforts of the Government and the public are crucial in managing the landslide risk. In times of heavy rainfall and in particular, when landslip warning is in force, we should stay vigilant and keep away from slopes. 
	Community involvement is more important than ever in response to an expected increase in the frequency and intensity of heavy rainfall resuHing from climate change. The GEO has an ongoing public education programme and undertakes a wide range of outreaching activities to enhance public awareness of landslide risk and to build up community resilience to landslide events. 
	Figure
	Sdtoof ~iJ,itiows 

	The public should take heed of the Landslide Warning as almost all of the landslide fatalities in the past 20 years in Hong Kong occurred when the Landslip Warning was in force. Many of these fatalities might have been avoided if the public had responded positively to our Landslip Warning messages. When the Landslip Warning is in force, the public should keep away from steep slopes. People should in general cancel non-essential appointments and stay at home, or remain in a safe shelter and get familiarised 
	811WllJDI!Mll•• !IC)t1Uliii±.8CJA± .......,fno~~ •.=.::•KEEP AWAY FROM SLOPES l':ESmBtiU;ntul ••~~mum when the landsllp \\amlng Is In force or ~lngheavy rainfall It ll • R l8t "' II ± a keep a..ay from slopes and relalnlng walls .. _..._........--~~==~...Q.~ IU11UJ~I'fll Landslip Warning 
	"Keep Away From Slopes" poster showing precautionary measures to be taken by the public during heavy rain or landsllp warning Ia In force 
	Figure
	Figure
	The GEO maintains a 24-hour, year-round service to provide geotechnical advice to Government Departments on actions to be taken in case of danger arising from landslides. The service includes advice on closure of roads, evacuation of buildings, and urgent slope repair works. The primary objective of the emergency service is to protect the general public from landslide hazards and to assist Government Departments to restore services to the public, which have been disrupted by landslides. 
	The GEO maintains a 24-hour, year-round service to provide geotechnical advice to Government Departments on actions to be taken in case of danger arising from landslides. The service includes advice on closure of roads, evacuation of buildings, and urgent slope repair works. The primary objective of the emergency service is to protect the general public from landslide hazards and to assist Government Departments to restore services to the public, which have been disrupted by landslides. 

	Different types of warning signage are erected along busy roads with a history of landslides; in front of slopes affecting squatters; and near natural terrain landslide mitigation measures that are planned, under construction or completed. The public should stay clear of these areas during heavy rainfall. 
	34 fifflilni~IY-l fUUlliJ!I 11± lit Dangerous Hillside / Retaining Wall Pending WOfks ••"•••w••••• · ••••e•••~•· Th41ar••• lntlle~ •'• ~·la!IOMIMII•~a-.......,._..._ .... ~·~-..._ .ant:" -'-c.. 2780&11$ ........ __..,._ 2$36 1413 Siii ~--·Qt.M~..... ~~ ~~! jJE;;e]j}if! Danger! Debris Flowl Note: For more information, please visit http://hkss.cedd.gov.hklhksslengllandslip_sign.aspx 
	Further Study 
	Figure
	Our publication 'When Hillsides Collapse -ACentury of Landslides in Hong Kong" (2nd Edition) describes notable landside events in Hong Kong in chronological order from 1889 to 2008 with over 250 invaluable historical photographs. 
	The book is on sale at the Publications Sales Unit of lnfonnation Services Department (lSD) at HK$221. An electronic version is also available for downloading, please visit the following website for details: 
	http://hkss.cedd.gov.hklhksslengtwhen_hillsides_collapse_2nd.aspx. 

	Further Information 
	Please also visit our CEDD Kong Slope Safety on slope safety in Hong Kong. 
	website http://www.cedd.gov.hklindex.html, or our Hong 
	website http://hkss.cedd.gov.hklhksslenglindex.aspx for further information 
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